
 

Start at Dean Park, leave from the carpark and turn left into
Dean Road. Cross the bridge over the Kilmarnock Water and
procced up the hill.
 

This route starts and finishes at Dean Castle Country Park
and is on a mixture of quiet country roads and busier

roads with traffic.  This route is suitable for intermediate
riders who are confident cycling on roads and in traffic.

This route offers beautiful views but involves some climbs 

Kilmarnock Cycle Rides (7) 

Distance: 8 miles
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 Dean Park to Fenwick Loop
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At the top of the hill , at the T-junction, turn left into South
Dean Road, and at the next T-junction turn left into
Grassyards Road.

Continue along Grassyards Road and as you leave
Kilmarnock you cross over the A77. 1 After 1.5 miles, turn
left, signposted to Fenwick.
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Cross over Craufurdland Water and pass the entrance to
Craufurdland Castle and Estate.

Continue on till you reach Fenwick. At the top of
Waterslap turn left onto Main Road. After you leave
Fenwick, there is a shared use path on the left side or the
road which takes you towards Kilmarnock.
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After you cross over the A77, you need to cross the road
to the path on the other side of the road, and then cross
over the slip road to the A77, Please dismount and walk
across these roads which can be busy.
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Continue along the shared use path until you approach
the South Craigs roundabout.

Before the roundabout, dismount and cross the main road
to the cycle path/lane on the other side of the road.
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After the roundabout, take the first road on the felt
signposted to Borland.
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Continue down the hill, over the Fenwick Water and up
the other side where the road bends sharply to the right.
At the next junction bear right.
This road takes you past the Dean Park riding centre.
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As the road goes downhill, go through the gate on your
left into Dean Park.
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Follow the path along the Fenwick Water to Dean Castle
and then to the Visitor Centre and car park where you
started. 
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